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Diffusion of lithium in electrodeposited vanadium oxides
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Abstract

Using a novel electrodeposition/thermal process, V6O13+y, 0 < y < 2, bronzes were directly fabricated into a coin cell without the
use of binders or electronic conductors. Transport properties of lithium insertion and removal from V2O5 and nonstoichiometric (ns)
V6O13+y bronzes, were examined by electrochemical methods in asymmetrical Li/LixV6O13+y cells. Diffusion coefficients in the range
0.2–5.0×10−8 cm2 s−1 were found for insertion and removal steps in the range,x = 0–1.0. The transport of lithium ions from the vanadium
oxides is similar to the insertion process. These bronze cathodes have similar transport properties to composite cathodes, making them
potentially useful for electrochromic displays and microbatteries.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The introduction and use of lithium ion batteries in the
commercial world is widespread; however, their use in mil-
itary portable electronics has progressed at a much slower
pace for several reasons. First, using a rechargeable battery
where a primary “disposable” battery was used adds to
maintenance costs (charging facilities), even though there
are savings from the amount of batteries procured. Sec-
ondly, rechargeable batteries typically have lower energy
densities and much poorer low temperature performance
compared to primary lithium batteries. Although strides are
being made in these latter areas, the charging of lithium
batteries is another important factor in military operations
because, for many applications, “fast” charge capability
is needed. Fast removal of ions is also needed for elec-
trochromic devices. Vanadium oxides have been studied
both for application in lithium batteries, because of their
potentially high specific capacity, and for devices that take
advantage of their electrochromic properties.

A great deal of effort has gone towards trying to interpret
the kinetic mechanism of the insertion of ions into several
chalcogenides; however, most of the emphasis has been on
examining the insertion properties, with limited work on the
ion removal mechanism from a solid electrode. Most of the
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redox studies have been made on thin films of various tran-
sition metal oxides for electrochromic materials. A model,
based on the space-charge limited diffusion mechanism has
been described for the bleaching (oxidation) of W03 elec-
trochromic films by Faughnan et al.[1,2], where the current
decays ast−3/4 over long times for these amorphous thin
WO3 films.

In the present study, crystalline V2O5 and non-stoichio-
metric (ns) V6O13+y bronzes were electrodeposited onto a
conducting substrate, with no binders or electronic conduct-
ing materials needed to fabricate the cathode for a coin cell.
These asymmetrical cells, with a pure crystalline vanadium
oxide cathode, were thought to be very useful in study-
ing Li intercalation and removal properties without any in-
terference from traditional electrode additives in the solid
state electrode (SSE). Initial results of the transport proper-
ties, plus possible mechanisms of insertion and removal of
lithium from these bronzes, are discussed in this paper.

2. Experimental

Electrodeposition of hexavanadates onto a conducting
substrate, plus heating to form vanadium oxide bronze
electrodes, have been described in detail elsewhere[3].
Solutions for electrodeposition of NH4VO3 solution were
prepared at 50◦C [4]. Electrodeposits were formed on
conducting substrates of 150 stainless steel mesh and
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decomposed at temperatures from 300 to 350◦C under air
or argon atmospheres. Cathodes of the bronzes were pre-
pared in a coin cell using an electrolyte composed of 1M
LiPF6 dissolved in 1:1 of ethylene carbonate and dimethyl
carbonate (EC:DMC). The counter electrode was Li metal
[3]. Cells were discharged and then charged galvanostati-
cally, potentiostically or a linear sweep voltammetry (CV),
using a PAR Model 273 Potentiostat with electrochemical
software.

3. Theory

Two electrochemical methods, chronoamperometry and
chronopotentiometry, have been applied to asymmetrical
Li/Li xV2O5 and nonstoichiometric (ns) V6O13 coin cells.
The average chemical diffusion coefficient of Li+ ions in
Li/Li x vanadium oxide can be determine by the total de-
pletion of Li+ ions in the SSE at the electrolyte/LixSSE
interface, by passing a high galvanostatic current through
the Li/LixSSE cell. The method was discussed by Hon-
ders et al.[5] for a three electrode system but, although
electrolyte breakdown is inevitable for cell voltages above
approximately 4 V, the ability to use this technique for
asymmetrical coin cells was attempted in the present inves-
tigation. When the total depletion of Li ions occurs, another
electrode process usually starts, which can be observed in
the overvoltage–time behaviour of the cell. The relation-
ship between depletion time (td) and the average chemical
diffusion coefficient (DAV ,Li+ ) is given by:

(DAV ,Li+)0.5 = 2I

AFc∗
( td

π

)0.5
(1)

If t0.5
d is proportional toI−1, the “breakdown-time” corre-

sponds with the total depletion of the Li+ ions in the SSE.
The formulae in Honders et al.[5] can also be used

for a potentiostatic voltage step applied to an asymmetrical
Li/Li xV2O5 cell. The method involves the application of a
small (E � RT/F ) potentiostatic voltage step to an asym-
metrical cell. The response function for the current, if total
cell resistanceRtot may be neglected, is given by:

I(τ) = −2E

Zo

∑
exp

[
− (2n + 1)2π2τ

4

]
(2)

Rtot = R� + Rct, whereR� is the ohmic resistance of the
electrolyte and the electrodes andRct is a charge transfer
resistance of one or two of the interfaces.

The normalized current (In) is defined by:

In = I(τ)Zoπ
0.5

E
. (3)

In the above equations,D is the chemical diffusion coeffi-
cient of the Li+ in V2O5 or V6O13, c∗ the equilibrium con-
centration of Li+ ions in the SSE,I the current,A the active
electrode area,δ the (longitudinal) length of the diffusion

path of the Li+ ions,Zo the interface resistance,τ the char-
acteristic relative time andt the time[5].

For this ideal behaviour, the tangent of the logIn versus
logτ curve forτ < 0.25 equals−0.5.

If Rtot cannot be neglected, whenτ < 0.25, the current
response is given by:

I(τ) = E

Rtot + Zo/3
exp
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And for τ > 0.25 by:

I(τ) = E

Rtot + Zo/3
exp

[
− τ/Rtot

Zo + 1/3

]
. (5)

A nearly linear curve occurs whenI−1 versust0.5 is plotted.
The value ofRtot can be obtained by extrapolating theI−1

versust0.5 curve to t = 0. For long times, Honders and
Broers[6] determined that the following equation could be
derived from (5) forIn in logorithmic form as:

log(I) = log

(
E

Rtot + Zo/3

)
− Dt

2.303δ2

(
Rtot

Zo + 1/3

)
(6)

where

τ = Dt

δ2
(7)

The plot of logI versust from Eq. (6)for τ > 0.25 yields a
straight line; extrapolation back tot = 0, yieldsRtot+Zo/3.
SinceRtot has been calculated above, thenZo is also know
and a value forD can be determined from the slope of the
linear part in (6). By extrapolation of the intercept of logI
versust axis for t = 0 and from the slope of this curve
from (6), the value of thermodynamic coefficient,Kt, can be
found from the equation[6]:

Zo = KtRTδ

F2c∗D (Ω cm2)
(8)

From Eqs. (6) and (7), an approximate value forD can be
obtained by substituting the value ofRtot and filling in for τ

andZo.
Measurement of the Li+ diffusion coefficient could also

be obtained using the potentistatic intermittent titration tech-
nique (PITT)[7]. In this method the plateau in theIt1/2 ver-
sus logt graph represents the Cottrell region and this was
used to calculate the diffusion coefficient for Li+ from the
equation:

It1/2 = D1/2Q

lπ1/2
(9)

where Q is the amount of charge inserted or removed
during the potential step andl the film thickness.
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammetry plot of the LixV2O5 and nsLixV6O13+y cathode electrodes in a coin cell with a Li metal anode and 1M LiPF6 in 1:1
EC:DMC electrolyte at a scan rate of 50�V s−1.

4. Results

4.1. Physical characteristics of the bronzes

Using the electrodeposition method to form hexavana-
dates, followed by a thermal decomposition from 300 to
350◦C, V2O5 was formed in air and nonstoichiometric
V6O13 was formed in Argon the process has been discussed
in detail elsewhere[8]. The V6O13 is slightly oxygen rich
with the stoichiometry of V6O13.2. It has been found that
this stoichiometry has better electrochemical character-
istics [9,10]. These vanadium oxide bronzes are directly
fabricated into a coin cell design without the need for
binders or electronic conductors. Good contact between
the active material and the substrate, plus consistent phys-
ical properties, can provide electrodes for studying the
transport and kinetic properties for lithium insertion and
removal.

Fig. 2. Photograph of a vanadium pentoxide bronze electrodeposit after heating to 350◦C on a stainless steel mesh substrate. (A) Magnification of 6.5×
with microscope and (B) magnification at 50× by scanning electron microscopy.

The lithium intercalation and removal of an asymmetri-
cal Li/LixV2O5 and nsV6O13 cell by cyclic voltammetry is
shown inFig. 1. The V2O5 or nsV6O13 bronzes show very
good cycling behaviour with hundreds of cycles possible
[9]. This demonstrated that durability and adherence to the
substrate is very good in the coin cell design and that the util-
isation of the active material is also good. Estimates of the
thickness and area, for the calculation of transport proper-
ties, was complicated by surface roughness and the shape of
the bronzes on the stainless steel mesh substrate, as shown in
Fig. 2. However, the surface was uniformly similar in crystal
size, thickness and geometry for all cathodes fabricated into
coin cells for electrochemical studies. Thus, once an average
thickness and surface area was estimated, it was possible to
apply them as constants in the calculations over a number
of cells, because several cathode electrodes are produced in
a large batch yielding very similar mass and morphology in
either bronze stoichiometry for the electrochemical studies.
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4.2. Transport properties of lithium insertion
and removal

The determination of the chemical diffusion coefficients
of Li+ ions in Li/LixV2O5 and nsV6O13 by different electro-
chemical methods, as well as the thermodynamic factorKt
(kinetic) are summarised below. Representative plots of the
chronoamperometric experiments are shown inFig. 3A–C.

From the plateau in theIt1/2 versus logt plot, which repre-
sents the Cottrell region inFig. 3A, the lithium ion chemical

Fig. 3. Plot of the current response resulting from the application of a
voltage step of 50 mV to the Li/LixV6O13+y coin cell with 1M LiPF6

in 1:1 EC:DMC electrolyte.x = 0.89–0.84 (c∗
Li+ = 1 × 104 mol m−3),

A = 1.267× 10−4 m2, δ = 2.5 × 10−4 m, T = 23◦C, l = 5.0 × 10−5 m.

diffusion coefficient (D) was calculated fromEq. (9). Also,
by application of the long-time potentiostatic step method
used by Honders et al.[5], it is clear that a total resistance
(Rtot) is present as shown inFig. 3B, otherwise the ideal
behaviour inEq. (2) would apply and theI−1 versust0.5

curve would extrapolate to zero fort = 0. A value of about
500� was obtained forRtot usingEq. (4)in this example. A
value for the thermodynamic coefficientKt (kin) of 59 was
found from the slope and intercept of the logI versust plot
in Fig. 3C usingEq. (8) and solving forZo in Eq. (6). By
applying Eq. (6) a value forD can be obtained by substi-
tuting the value ofRtot and filling in for τ andZo. A value
of 3.8 × 10−9 cm2 s−1 was obtained from the same data.
This is in good agreement with the value forD obtained
by the PITT method shown inFig. 3A where a value of
1.1×10−8 cm2 s−1 was calculated. However, it was thought
that the first number, obtained by the long-time potentio-
static step method, had a much larger margin of error by this
method because the value ofRtot is only an approximation.

Using a high current pulse method, the chemical dif-
fusion coefficient was also calculated usingEq. (1). It
was experimentally verified thatt0.5

d � I−1. This indicates
that the “breakdown-time” indeed corresponds with to-
tal depletion of the Li ions in the solid electrode at the
electrolyte/Li/LixV2O5−y interface.

The depletion time was calculated as shown inFig. 4 by
the knee that occurs in the voltage versus time plot.

It is at this point that the Li ions are totally depleted at
the electrolyte/solid cathode interface and, typically, another
electrode process starts. Using this technique at a similar
value ofx for LixV6O13 above, for lithium ion removal, a
value of 1.9 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 was calculated. The method
proved not to be destructive over the short-term because,
after interruption of the current pulse the potential returned
to its initial value. It appears that only a very thin layer of the
cathode material at the electrolyte/SSE interface is involved
in the depletion process. While the PITT and long term
chronopotentiometry methods are more time consuming, the
use of the depletion method only involves a short time. This

Fig. 4. Plot of change in voltage against time for the high current pulse
method to a Li/LixV6O13.2 (x = 0.81) asymmetrical lithium coin cell.
Current pulse charge of 20 mA was applied for approximately 50 s.
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Fig. 5. Plot of lithium ion chemical diffusion coefficients for cathodes of Li/LixV2O5 and nsV6O13.2 in an asymmetrical lithium coin cell at different
values ofx for the high current pulse and PITT electrochemical methods. (A) LixV2O5 cathode and (B) LixV6O13.2 cathode.

Fig. 6. The thermodynamic coefficients (Kt) values for cathodes of Li/LixV2O5 and V6O13.2 at different values forx in an asymmetrical coin cell,
calculated from kinetic data resulting from the application of the long-time potential step method. (A) LixV2O5 cathode and (B) LixV6O13.2 cathode.
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method was thought by Honders et al.[5,6] typically to give
only a rough indication ofD but agreement with the other
methods used in this study was very good. However, because
of the large variation in charge passed, the change in the
value ofx was much larger than for the other methods, so
the value ofD obtained is only the average over a significant
range ofx in LixV2O5−y.

As can be seen inFig. 5A and Bfor the calculation of
chemical diffusion coefficients of Li+ ions in Li/LixV2O5
and nsV6O13 by different electrochemical methods, the
agreement across the whole range ofx is quite good. This
good agreement comes despite having to estimate the thick-
ness and the active electrode area in either method and the
unique morphology of the cathode materials used. Such
estimates have always been difficult to make for composite
electrodes studied in the past. Although the cathode active
material was crystalline, the surface was very rough, an
initial assumption that the behaviour would be similar to
the composite electrodes typically used for these measure-
ments was born out by the results. The agreement with the
diffusion coefficients for the Li ion insertion into LixV2O5
was about 10−8 cm2 s−1 over the range ofx = 0.1 to 1.0, in
agreement with the value reported by other groups[11,12]
(seeFig. 5A). The thermodynamic coefficients (Kt) for Li+
insertion into LixV2O5 and LixV6O13 was fairly consistent
from x = 0.1 to 0.9, with little difference between the two
oxides (Fig. 6). No changes greater than about one order of
magnitude, indicates that the layered structure of these ox-
ides does not break down during cycling for this range ofx.

5. Conclusions

Results have shown that the electrochemical properties
of vanadium oxide bronzes made by an electrodeposition
method could be examined. All the electrode active mate-
rial was in electrical contact with the stainless steel mesh
substrate and well-exposed to the electrolyte. These cath-
odes adhere very well to the substrate, with no binders
or electronic conductors necessary. The initial oxidation
state of the vanadium ion in the bronze was not found

to significantly influence the transport properties of the
bronzes and the results agreed very well with those re-
ported in the literature. These bronze cathodes have sim-
ilar transport properties to composite cathodes, making
them potentially useful for electrochromic displays and
microbatteries.

The different techniques used to calculate the transport
properties displayed good agreement across the range ofx
used. The use of the high current pulse technique could pro-
vide good transport data for an asymmetrical cell in a very
short time compared with other methods. It is still limited,
however, by the fact that electrolyte decomposition can oc-
cur at high voltages, but when used in tandem with other
methods, can be quite effective in determining the transport
properties of lithium coin cells.
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